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14c Renaissance Art: Rebirth or something new?
Ronald W iltse O ctober 2007

Contents of the slide presentation:
104 identified Renaissance paintings and sculptures
26 picture repeats, 75 details (plus other works of art and photos)
2 quotations (dealt with in the Viewing Guide)
Although this is a slide presentation meant to accompany a lecture, it can be shown with little or no

comment by the teacher.
I have tried to include a variety of pictures, but not too many for individual pictures to make an impact.

Thus the repeated pictures.

Summary outline:
A. Introduction
B. Painting became realistic (naturalistic figures, illusion of space).

1. naturalistic [i.e., realistic] figures
2. the illusion of space

a. the vanishing point
b. optical bluing

3. Subject matter of Renaissance artists
a. portraits
b. the human body,
c. landscapes,
d. still lifes,
e. everyday life, and
f. Roman gods (or other pagan characters)

C. Part of Renaissance art began in Florence.
 D. Part of Renaissance art began in northern Europe.

E. Renaissance art spread throughout Italy and Europe.
F. 16 artists (186 slides through this point)

There follow two appendices (major museums and two-point perspective), an analysis exercise, and a visual quiz
with review.

These slides are designed to be used with a print Viewing Guide.

The visual pre-quiz introduces these works of art:
The School of Athens
Mona Lisa
Florence Cathedral
The Harvesters (Brueghel–also spelled Bruegel and Breughel)
The Last Supper
David
The Holy Trinity (Masaccio)
The Ambassadors (Holbein)
The Arnolfini Portrait
The Creation of Adam
The Creation of Venus

Outline:
A.  Introduction
1. When the Western Roman Empire fell, Greco-Roman art fell by the wayside.
2. When a few scholars revived an interest in Roman Latin, a broader interest in things Greco-Roman followed.
3. Wealthy Italian patrons supported the arts.
4. Across the Alps, artists found inspiration in a close observation of nature.
5. Renaissance painting resulted when Italian and Northern European contributions mixed.
6. Renaissance art represented both a break with and a continuation of late medieval artistic developments.
7. The artist became an individual and sometimes was considered a genius and a hero.

“The two most obvious technical triumphs of Renaissance painting  were the ability to portray convincingly
naturalistic figures in equally convincingly realized illusionistic spaces.”

Robert Cummings, Art, page 87.
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B.  Painting became realistic 
1. naturalistic [i.e., realistic] figures
Humanistic concerns encouraged realistic painting.
Modeling

[Medieval picture shown alongside Erasmus, by Holbein]
[Exercise: draw a three-dimensional sphere–the key being light and shadow]
Light and shadow accurately painted makes a face or other body part look realistically rounded.

This is known as modeling.
[painting: Mona Lisa]
Modeling is specifically a development of Western Art. This Japanese face, although we read it

as rounded, actually has nothing to make it look realistically  round. 
The Renaissance saw the transition from fresco, to tempera, to oil painting.
Fresco painting—paint applied to wet plaster before the plaster dried—had limitations:

�everything has to be planned before painting, 
�some colors cannot be used (because they will not chemically mix with the plaster) . 
�Shadows are difficult to show because colors cannot be mixed on the surface. 
�Subtle shadings are not attainable. 
� But, frescos may survive a long time.
[painting: Knossos fresco]

Tempera painting–pigments mixed with egg yolk and water–produced brilliant colors. Also,
tempera paints are opaque, so colors cannot be layered.

But it was oil paints–pigments mixed with oils–that allowed all obstacles to be overcome.
�light and shadow
�subtle gradations of color, and
�spontaneity during the painting process.
Jan van Eyck and his brother helped introduce oil painting, which provided the thire

element of realistic figures (and space).
One of the  reasons that oil paints offered so many possibilities is that oil paints are

translucent, so that subtle layers can be created.
[demonstration of the difference in transparency between tempera and oil paints]
One of the  reasons that oil paints offered so many possibilities is that oil paints are

translucent, so that subtle layers can be created.
Thus, realistic figures resulted from

a. intent to paint realistically
b. use of modeling
c. The move to oil painting

2. the illusion of space
[paintings to illustrate the new realism: 

Andrea Mantegna. Calvary (National Gallery London)
Mantegna, Dead Christ (Milan). This painting displays foreshortening.
Pieter Brueghel, The Harvesters (Metropolitan Museum, New York)
Brueghel, Hunters in the Snow, (Art History Museum, Vienna)
Albrecht Altdorfer, The Battle of Issus (detail), (Vienna)]

But wait! There’s more!
a. the vanishing point

The key to making the space look real (where buildings are pictured)  is the diagonal
lines, as can be described using geometric perspective.

 Diagonal lines before the Renaissance followed the artist’s intuition.
The key to geometric perspective is diagonal lines 
[Demonstration: Draw a cube, opaque and three dimensional.
          

[photograph illustration vanishing point: Brancacci Chapel]
Alberti & Brunelleschi . . . determined that if all diagonal lines in a “central painting” went
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toward a single point, the result would be a new realism.
We call that point the vanishing point.
[Thus, A, with diverging diagonals, is not lifelike; C, with parallel diagonals, is not sufficiently

lifelike; but B, with converging diagonals–at a vanishing point–corresponds closely to
reality (to be absolutely real, there should be two vanishing points in the general case,
and a third vanishing point above or below the picture. The third vanishing point is not
practically needed except for tall views and the second vanishing point is not needed
for the special case of a central view, such as the inside of a room.)] 

Tommaso Giovanni di Mone—known as Masaccio—lived from 1401 to 1428. In his short life he
created an artistic vision that taught the great artists of the Florentine Renaissance.
Especially in this small chapel in the church of Santa Maria dell’ Carmine, but also in one
painting in Santa Maria Novella, Masaccio’s figures and treatment of space drew
Michelangelo and others to learn.

The vanishing point on a flat surface: the first example in a painting: Masaccio’s Holy Trinity,
1427, Florence, Church of Santa Maria Novella 

[Paintings illustrating the vanishing point:
Perugino. The Keys to the Kingdom (Sistine Chapel)
Leonardo. Last Supper (Milan, Santa Maria delle Gracie):

oil and tempera–Leonardo’s failed experiment
Raphael. School of Athens  (Papal Apartments, the Vatican)

The vanishing point—it just keeps on going!
Dürer’s woodcut showing his perspective device
circle of Piero della Francesco, The Ideal City (Urbino)
Jan van Eyck, The Arnolfini Portrait, 1434 (National Gallery London)]

Is van Eyck using a vanishing point?
No meeting point!  But he has a good feeling for diagonals.]

Northern realistic painters took nearly a century to adopt the vanishing point.
Now go back and revisit the medieval picture we looked at before studying the

..vanishing point.  Evaluate the diagonals. [Diagonal lines should look wrong.]
b. Optical bluing
Objects lose their color (except for blue) as they recede from the viewer. Renaissance artists

used this Optical Bluing to make the distance seem realistic.
[paintings illustrating optical bluing:

Brueghel. The Harvesters (New York, Met)
Giorgione. The Adoration of the Shepherds
Michelangelo. The Holy Family (Florence, Uffizi)

Review: In the real world far away objects look blue.

This is what we learned first: 
1. Realistic figures resulted from

a. intent to paint realistically
b. use of modeling
c. The move to oil painting

This is what we just learned:
2. Realistic space resulted from

a. intent to portray space realistically
b. geometric perspective (vanishing point)
c. optical bluing

This is what we will learn next:
3. What subject matter interested Renaissance artists?

a. portraits,
b. the human body,
c. landscvapes,
d. still lifes,
e. everyday life, and
f. Roman gods (or other pagan characters)

[Map of Europe with cities with Renaissance art museums indicated]
3. Subject matter of Renaissance artists

a. portraits
Not everything came from Florence and the rest of Italy: the realistic portrait was invented in
Flanders, and brought to perfection by the Flemish artist Jan van Eyck.
[Arnolfini Portrait shown again, with several details.]
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   “[T]he Renaissance is seen as building on, rather than breaking with, its medieval heritage,
and northern Europe is considered as important as Italy in the development of new ideals and
techniques . . . . [T]o the Italians, their ancient Roman past held the key to truth and nature
in art; the Flemish found truth in the observation of nature. The interchange between these
two approaches is one of the determining factors of Renaissance style.”  

Alison Cole, The Renaissance, page 7.
[works of art illustrating portraits:

Botticelli, Young Man (National Gallery London)
Donatello, Mary Magdalene [wood] (Florence]
Holbein, Henry VIII (Rome, Galleria Nationale d’Arte Antiqua)
Holbein, Anne of Cleves (Louvre)
Brueghel, The Painter and the Connoisseur (Vienna, Albertina)
Verocchio, Bartolomeo Colleoni (Venice)–Verocchio’s last and greatest work
Michelangelo, Isaiah (Sistine Chapel ceiling)
Norman Rockwell, Rosie the Riveter

Renaissance painters still influence us. Here, Norman Rockwell found his model
for this 1943 picture of Rosie the Riveter on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel.

b. the human body
Michelangelo, David (Florence, Academia)
Raphael, The Three Graces (Chantilly,Museé Condé)
Benvenuto Cellini, Perseus (Florence, Loggia dei Lanci, recently renamed Loggia della

Signoria)
Giovanni Bellini, An Episode from the Life of Publius Cornelius Scipio (detail),

(Washington, National Gallery)
c. everyday life

Brueghel, Peasant Dance, (Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum)
d. still lifes

Dürer, Tall Grass, (Vienna, Albertina)
e. landscapes

El Greco, View of Toledo (Metropolitan Museum NY) 
f. Roman gods

Michelangelo, Libyan Sibyl, (Rome, Sistine Chapel ceiling)
Michelangelo, study for Libyan Sibyl

The sibyls were actually pagan prophets, not gods.
Bartolomeo Ammannati, Neptune (Florence, 1575).
Botticelli, The Birth of Venus, (Florence, Uffizi)

C. Part of Renaissance art began in Florence: 
Lorenzo Medici set the tone by commissioning works of art.

Lorenzo the Magnificent and his palace. (Later, the next owner added the wing on the upper right.)
Masaccio: the most influential artist

Santa Maria del Carmine, location of the Brancacci Chapel
“Masaccio’s work in the Brancacci Chapel is the cornerstone of the whole development of Western

painting over the next 150 years.” 
-Richard Fremantle

Already, a key moment had occurred in 1427 when Masaccio had painted some 
frescos in the Brancacci Chapel.

In the Brancacci Chapel, Masaccio introduced to painting ideas about space (advocated by Brunelleschi)
and the human body (already in sculpture by Donatello). To this he added a new realistic
lighting.

Raising the Dead and several other pictures from the chapel (Florence)
The Brancacci Chapel, where the great Florentine painters learned about

Realistic figures and space from Masaccio.
The Holy Family, (in Santa Maria Novella, Florence)

Remember the first vanishing point painting?
What if it were a real chapel with statues? [diagram of the “chapel”]

Sandro Botticelli, Primavera (Spring), (Florence, Uffizi)

The Big Three:
1. Leonardo, Self-portrait (Turin, Biblioteca Reale)

Leonardo, of course, also had extensive interests and accomplishments in
what we would call scientific.

Virgin of the Rocks (1483-1486: Louvre, 1495-1508: Nat. Gallery London)
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2. Michelangelo, Risen Christ, (Rome, Santa Maria Sopra Minerva)
In front of [Santa Maria Sopra Minerva, which is itself in back of the

Pantheon] Bernini’s elephant holds a small obelisk; in the background [of the
photograph]is the Pantheon.

Moses, (Rome, Church of St. Peter in Chains)
David, (Florence, Academia)

[satellite photograph of Vatican City]
[photograph of the Vatican Museum with the Sistine Chapel at the bottom right]

Let us go inside. . . [various photographs of the interior and details of the rear
 wall]

.  .  .  and now for a tour of Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel frescos
[30 second sweep of the chapel ceiling, followed by numerous pictures of the Old Testament prophets, the
sibyls, and the nine main pictures, in the setting and without the setting]

Let us take a tour of Michelangelo’s ceiling in the Sistine Chapel.
Michelangelo’s painting started at this level (1508-1512).
Michelangelo painted the back (altar) wal in the 1530s.
[selected annotations:]

The prophet Daniel–note how Michelangelo uses color to show highlights
The Cumean Sibyl was Julius II’s favorite Roman goddess. She is on the right side directly above

where Julius would sit. Note the gesture of the small angel.
[The charioteer of Delphi (ancient Greek Statue)]

. . . and now we proceed up the middle, viewing the 9 main pictures
(alternating large and small pictures) telling the story of the
 Creation to the Flood.

Note the missing plaster!
“[In the Creation of Adam] the quality of the modeling reaches hights of great excellence. This

in spite of the limitations of the medium–shading and, above all, glazing were
particularly difficult to achieve in fresco work.”

Art-A World History, [page 233]
The prophet Jonah. Note: he leans away from the viewer, but the surface

leans toward the viewer.
The Holy Family is Michelangelo’s only freestanding finished painting

(Florence, Uffizi)
3. Raphael

Raphael’s first commission to paint a Madonna and Child–the Sistine
Madonna (Dresden).

Pope Julius II, (National Gallery London)
Raphael’s School of Athens is on the right hand wall. (Vatican, Papal

Apts.)
The sculptors: 
Ghiberti

Gates of Paradise, (Florence, Cathedral Baptistry)
[detail of Joseph and Isaac panel]

Donatello
Judith and Holofernes, (Florence, Palazzo Vecchio). This statue was

displaced when Michelangelo insisted that his David take its place.
The architect: Brunelleschi

[arial photograph of the Santa Maria del Fiore]

D. Part of Renaissance art began in northern Europe.
Pieter Bruegel

The Land of Cockayne (Louvre) Cockayne was a mythical medieval land of
plenty.

The Blind Leading the Blind (Louvre)
Albrecht Dürer

Two Adam and Eve[s]
Jan van Eyck

Adam and Eve
Madonna in the Church (Berlin)
mirror from Arnolfini Portrait

Hans Holbein
Erasmus (Louvre)
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E.  Renaissance art spread throughout Italy &Europe.
Caravaggio 

The Calling of St. Peter, detail (Rome)
Venice: Giorgione

Warrior with Shield Bearer, (Florence, Uffizi)
Venice: Giovanni Bellini

St. Francis in the Desert (New York, Frick Collection)

F.  Review : 16 artists
Here follow 16 artists of the Renaissance, some of whose paintings we have seen, and some not.

1. Masaccio
details from Adam and Eve, Brancacci Chapel

These are the first nudes since ancient Rome.
Masaccio’s portrayal of Adam and Eve, in the Brancacci Chapel
(Florence), influenced later, greater painters.

2. Botticelli
Adoration of the Magi (Florence, Uffizi), with members of the Medici
family. Botticelli put his own portrait in the painting.
Venus and Mars, (London, National Gallery)
Temptation of Christ (Sistine Chapel, below Libyan Sibyl and Daniel)

3. Leonardo
Dining hall where Leonardo’s Last Supper [shown] is located (in Milan).
Unpainted portions were destroyed in World War II. Sandbags saved the painting. [Painting

shown before and after restoration, along with details during restoration.]
Some of Leonardo’s studies for The Last Supper.
Drapery study. White chalk provides highlights.

4. Michelangelo
Sistine Chapel before Michelangelo [plus various orientation pictures]
[Pieta orientation photo and photo of statue] Young Michelangelo guaranteed that his

statue...would be the most beautiful statue in Rome (Vatican, New St. Peters).
David (Florence, Academia) Humanistic arrogance (or coincidence?). Michelangelo’s David

(contrary to the David of the Bible) seems to say, “I can kill the giant Goliath without
the help of God”.

5. Donatello
Mary Magdalene, (Florence, Museum of the Works of the Cathedral). Donatello’s wooden

statue of a humble Mary Magdalene seems to to say, “Without the love of God I am
nothing”.

David (Florence, Bargello) . Donatello’s David, molded about 70 years before Michelangelo’s,
was the first nude statue since ancient times. This Biblical David says, “I need God’s
help to kill Goliath”.

St. John, (Florence, Museum of the Works of the Cathedral) 6. Raphael
Alba Madonna, (National Gallery Washington)
School of Athens (Papal Apartments near the Sistine Chapel)

[plus details]
7. Ghiberti

 Sacrifice of Isaac, made for acompetition in Florence in 1401], with detail (Florence, Museum of
the Works of the Cathedral)

8. Brunelleschi
dome of Santa Maria della Fiore (Florence Cathedral). Brunelleschi, who came in second in the

1401 competition, became an architect. The dome of the Florence Cathedral is his
most famous achievement.

9. Giorgione: Adoration  of the Shepherds  (National Gallery Washington)
The Tempest (Venice, Academia)

10. Caravaggio
The Conversion of St. Paul (Rome, Santa Maria del Popolo)

Note the foreshortening
The Calling of St. Peter (Rome, San Luigi dei Francesi)
The Sacrifice of Isaac (Florence, Ufizzi)

11. Jan van Eyck
The Madonna with Chancellor Rolin (Louvre), with detail
Ghent Altarpiece [closed and open]

12. Pieter Brueghel
Peasant Wedding (Vienna, Kunsthistorishes Museum)
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Big Fish Eat Little Fish (Vienna, Albertina)
13. Albrecht Dürer

Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse [copperplate engraving]
Self-portrait [s] (Louvre–Yes, he had a lazy eye; Munich; Prado)
The Hare (Vienna, Albertina), with detail and stamps

14. Hans Holbein
The Ambassadors, (National Gallery London): What is that? (Hint: it is anamorphic) [arrow

points to skull, followed by a “corrected” photo of the skull]
Thomas More [painting] (New York, Frick) and drawing
Richard Southwell (Florence, Uffizi)
Anne of Cleves (Louvre)

15. El Greco
Jesus Healing the Blind Man (Dresden, Alte Meister Galerie)
View of Toledo (New York, Metropolitan Museum of Art)

(El Greco’s interpretation of) Laocoön (National Gallery Washington)
16. Titian

Bacchus & Ariadne (National Gallery London)
Assumption of the Virgin (Venice, Church of Santa Maria Glorioso dei Frari)

The End 
The Beginning

Appendix 1: Major museums for European art
1. New York: Metropolitan Museum
2. Washington: National Gallery
3. London: National Gallery
4. Paris: the Louvre
5. Florence: Uffizi
6. Florence: Bargello
7. Florence: Museum of the Works of the Cathedral
8. Rome: Vatican Museum (with the Sistine Chapel)
9. Munich: Alte Pinakotek (Old Picture Gallery)
10. Vienna: Kunsthistorische Museum (Art History Museum)
11. Dresden: Gemälde Galerie (Painting Gallery)

Not used in these slides:
12. St. Petersburg: Hermitage
13. Amsterdam: Rijksmuseum
14. Chicago: Art Institute

Appendix 2: Two-point perspective 
Where to find Leonardo’s Last Supper
Using two points  adds more realism—a real world example
Two-point perspective adds yet more realism
Massaccio. Brancacci Chapel
Massaccio. Brancacci Chapel—real world example
Albrecht Altdorfer. Allegory (1531)

Analysis Exercise
“A carefully executed painting will last for five hundred years if not subjected to too many ordeals. Beyond that
time, constant attention is required. Consequently, it would be rash to attribute the “miracle of the
Renaissance” to a sudden change in the conditions of artistic creation. Granted, in the fifteenth century the
number of pictures increased. . . . The very abundance of surviving works renders all the sharper losses due to
religious wars and iconoclasm [religious movement bent on destroying images] , which in certain countries wiped
out entire sections of artistic output at a very early date.” 

   Jacques Thuillier, History of Art, page 264.

See below  for Analysis Exercise st udent  document .

Review for Visual Quiz

Visual Quiz

Visual Quiz answers:
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1. David
2. Creation of Adam
3. Mona
4. School of Athens
5. Last Supper
6. Birth of Venus
7. Florence Cathedral dome
extra credit:
8. Arnolfini portrait
9. The Ambassadors

See below  for Visual Quiz answ er sheet .

See disc fo r A  St udent  View ing Guide f ile (#d 14a Renaissance Art STUDENT GUIDE.doc)
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Name:
Date:
PERIOD:

Renaissance Art Quiz

Work: Artist: Location

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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Analysis Exercise

R e m o v e  t h e  2  a n s w e r  a s t e r i s k s  a n d  t h i s  l i n e  b e f o r e  p r i n t i n g .

“A carefully executed painting will last for five hundred years if not subjected to too many ordeals. Beyond that time, constant

attention is required. Consequently, it would be rash to attribute the “miracle of the Renaissance” to a sudden change in the

conditions of artistic creation. Granted, in the fifteenth century the number of pictures increased. . . . The very abundance of

surviving works renders all the sharper losses due to religious wars and iconoclasm [religious movement bent on destroying

images], which in certain countries wiped out entire sections of artistic output at a very early date.” 

Jacques Thuillier, History of Art, page 264.

Easiest questions:

1. The words before the ellipsis (. . . .) address the question, “Why do we have more pictures from the

______________________ period than from the medieval period?

a. modern

b. Reformation

*c. Renaissance

d. fourteenth century

2. That there are more paintings from Italy than many areas farther north is probably due to

________________________________________________________________.  

a. more being painted

b. lack of materials at this time outside of Italy

c. the large number of collectors and supporters in Italy.

*d. the destruction of paintings due to religious conflict.

Easier questions:

1. The words before the ellipsis (. . . .) address the question, “Why do we have more pictures from the

______________________ period than from the medieval period?

2. That there are more paintings from Italy than many areas farther north is probably due to

________________________________________________________________.  

Harder questions:

1. What issue is the author addressing in the first part of the quotation (before the ellipsis)?

2. Why do more Renaissance paintings survive from Italy than north of the Alps?

Hardest question:

Analyze the above quotation.


